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1. Correspondence with the Bessarabian State chambers of adding to Chisinau petty-bourgeois society,
1891. There are extracts from the journal of Chisinau petty-bourgeois council resolutions on missed in
the census of Jews for any reason, with detailed information about each . There is additional Revisionscensus of the petty-bourgeois in Chisinau for 1881. All documents are in Russian language.
ф.91. оп.1, д.266.
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2. Alphabetical Book of petty-bourgeois of Chisinau from 1880 to1890. In addition to family information,
you can find out where the person came from or the town he was registered with. For example: Letter
B - for the 1888 Form number 83 Hersh - Lipkany petty-bourgeois with number 186 Bronfman Alta
Abram - Ataki petty-bourgeois . N umber 300 Brukhis Shimon Chisinau petty-bourgeois adopted Shmul
Meriems. All records are in Russian language.
ф.91. оп.1, д.266
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3. Lists of voters (mostly men) of town Calarasi, Lapushne
uezd made before 1940 (the exact date of the lists is not specified). It is compiled in alphabetical order,
with Surname, Name, Sex, Year of birth, Marital Status: married, single or divorced, and a profession.
All the major records are in Romanian, the title of the case is in Russian.
Ф. 339, оп. 1, д.8978

4. Lists of residents of town Calarasi, Lapushna uezd (men and women), made before 1940 (the exact
date of the lists is not specified). It is compiled in alphabetical order, with Surname, Name, Sex, Year of
birth, Marital Status: married, single or divorced, wife’s name, children with birth information. All the
major records are in Romanian, the title of the case is in Russian.
Ф. 339, оп. 1,
д.8979
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5. Enlistment lists by Orgeev uezd for 1889. There are lists of where Name and Surname, place of
residents, and there are lists with more details about the family.
Ф.84, оп.1. д.180
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6. Lists of Jews residing in village of Kunichi, Soroca uezd, in 1890. There are details about all
family members, the property, profession, membership to a particular Jewish community.
Documents are in Russian.
Ф.6. оп.6. д.724
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